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Putin visit to Australia would allow us
to demonstrate democracy

I disagree with calls to ban Vladimir Putin from the G20 summit. It would be a squandered
opportunity to tell him in person our disgust of him, his regime and his actions in the Ukraine
and fail to give our citizens their democratic right to protest against his actions.

Bring him here. Bring him to face the condemnation of all democracies violated by his deeds.
We can show him the peaceful protest that his own citizens cannot engage in and give them
courage to pursue democracy. We need to humble him in a global forum.

Banning him would be a cop-out. We're better than that.

John Blakeney Redfern

Prime ministers from both sides of politics
seems to turn to Air Chief Marshal Angus
Houston in a crisis (‘‘MH17: Abbott
government may declare downing of plane a
terrorist attack, triggering payments to
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families’’, smh.com.au, July 21). But with the
best of intentions, efforts and sincerity,
Houston doesn’t seem to produce results.

Former Prime Minister Julia Gillard appointed
him to solve the asylum seeker problem.
Houston and his team came up with the so-
called "Malaysian Solution", but the High
Court rejected it and other parties didn’t
support it.

Then came efforts to recover Malaysian flight
MH370 under Houston, which have failed so
far. Now he’s Prime Minister Abbott’s
personal envoy to Kiev. Let’s hope his luck will
be different this time.

Mukul Desai Hunters Hill

On Sunday in several interviews the Prime
Minister gave statesmanlike and convincingly
argued responses to the Malaysia Airlines
tragedy. It begs questions about where he’s
been hiding this dignified persona and why
society sanctions Parliament to reduce itself to a circus full of smoke and mirrors.

Peter Farmer Northbridge

It is good to see Julie Bishop making good use of Australia’s position on the UN Security
Council to initiate action to deal with the tragedy in Ukraine (‘‘Bring them home’’, July 21).
What a pity, however, that we have never heard a word of acknowledgement from her of the role
of the previous Labor government in securing this position on the council. This is not
surprising in the light of the active opposition she and the rest of the Coalition put up to the
then government's work in promoting Australia for the position, repeatedly denouncing it as a
‘‘waste of money’’.

Perhaps a little diplomacy at home on this issue would gain her some brownie points.

Ian Bartrim Bradbury

Things we will never learn – ‘‘mea culpa’’ in Russian.

Christopher Dauth Randwick

Steve Ngeow (Letters, July 21) is under a misapprehension. We are merely the hosts for the G20
and it is not up to us who is invited. The G20 members decide who comes to this country.

Lindsay Somerville Lindfield

How can Julie Bishop and Tony Abbott decimate the Australian overseas aid budget and then
lecture the world about international justice and the sanctity and dignity of human life?

Not only do they ignore international law when it suits their political needs, e.g. the Refugee
Convention, they also withdraw from international efforts to fight poverty and climate change.
There will be more conflict and extremism in regions riddled with poverty and those suffering
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resource depletion due to climate change, so we as a nation should face up to the causes of
conflict and not just run to the United Nations to demand someone pick up the pieces after
disaster strikes.

David Whitcombe Maroubra

I recall sitting on a Qantas flight at Mascot waiting to depart for California in 2000. There was
an announcement that a military coup had just occurred in Fiji. As a consequence the flight was
delayed by some hours as a new flight to bypass Fiji was being determined and authorised. I
missed my connecting flight out of Los Angeles. Nobody on board had any issue with this
unexpected delay.

Why were airlines still flying over Ukraine when an actual war is under way?

John Whiteing Willoughby

The tragic loss of life on MH17 has, deservedly so, received a lot of media attention and a huge
public outpouring of grief. However, is anyone watching what is happening in the Gaza strip?
An equally tragic, futile,loss of human life. Both are disasters of equal proportions.

Stephen Trevarrow Noosaville

Should the airline industry consider cancelling all flights in and out of Russia for a month?

Matt Luxford Wamberal

Vladimir Putin the only victor in a divided Ukraine

Paul Sheehan’s suggestion that Ukraine should be divided on ethnic lines perpetuates an
absolute myth and, frankly, suits the agenda of Vladimir Putin (‘‘A nation divided against itself:
Ukraine must split’’, July 21). There is no divide other than the one that Putin is seeking to
create.

In fact, Ukraine’s recent revolution (and the presidential election that followed) has been
supported by Ukrainians of all types: ethnic Ukrainian, ethnic Russian, Azerbaijanis, Georgians,
Armenians, Ukrainian-speakers, Russian-speakers, Christian, Jewish and Muslim. It has been a
multicultural phenomenon that’s about dignity and democracy – not any ethnic claim.

As widely documented by the UN Security Council and many independent observers, what is
happening in eastern Ukraine is not an ethnic-based civil war. Rather, it is violence fully
sponsored and imported by Putin to destabilise Ukraine – ‘‘tyrant terrorism’’ that has now
resulted in the loss of Australian lives. We are generally talking about paid mercenaries, like the
leaders of the Donetsk People’s Republic who are not citizens of Ukraine, rather than anyone
with a legitimate ‘‘separatist’’ claim.

A divided Ukraine is a weakened Ukraine, less capable of democratic progress – and that is what
Putin wants. Peace in the region and world is achieved by Putin no longer supporting
mercenaries – not by appeasing his ambitions a la Neville Chamberlain.

Pete Shmigel public affairs director, Australian Federation of Ukrainian Organisations

Max Raine, we don't want your parking lot on our paradise
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So property tycoon Max Raine wants an Anglican church to be demolished to make way for a
car park to attract shoppers back to the Oxford Street shopping strip, where he owns eight
properties. Talk about worshipping the holy dollar instead of the Holy Spirit (‘‘Demolish
church, build car park: property giant’’, July 21)

How about Mr Raine, apparently a devout Anglican, instead demolishes his own properties to
make way for a car park to attract more worshippers to the church?

Anne Wagstaff Oatley

Max Raine seems to miss the significance of the Christian ministry taking place at this location
with Sunday services, Bible studies, English language training and a variety of other activities
happening for more than 400 people each week. This places St Matthias at the centre of the
Paddington and Woollahra community.

Perhaps Raine could donate one or two of his eight properties on Oxford Street for car parking?
That would benefit everybody. Alternatively, he could lead the way for landlords to reduce their
rents to revitalise the shopping strip. Now that would truly be a demonstration of Christian
principle: love thy neighbour.

Laurie Scandrett Vaucluse

Regarding Max Raine’s proposal to get rid of St Matthias church, pray no. The building that
should be re-adapted is the Telstra building on the corner of William Street and Oxford Street,
361-375 Oxford Street. This four-storey building of blandness should be in an industrial area
not in one of Sydney's best high streets. Its removal would be a huge improvement.

Tim Maunsell Bronte

Before moving to Darwin a year ago I was a minister at St Matthias. During my five years there
I, too, noticed the decline in trade along Oxford Street. However, each Sunday and during the
week, people met together to hear about Jesus at church. Maybe people want more than fancy
fashion and fine food?

Joshua Kuswadi Millner (NT)

I have two words for the contemptible vision of Max Raine: Joni Mitchell. Listen to Joni, Mr
Raine, and hang your head in shame.

Russell Mills Redfern

Speaking as unionist, influence too strong

Just when there is hope that democratic reform might drag Labor towards being a more
representative party Jamie Clements demurs (‘‘State Labor is the Party of reform’’, 21 July) .

I am a proud and fully committed union member. But the overprotected influence of unions
within the Labor party is outdated.

Just as the influence of big business in politics can easily corrupt democracy so can autocratic
union bosses. Jamie Clements' argument to retain the influence unions still have in the Labor
Party is out of step with the times. Progressive voters deserve better.

Bruce Spence Balmain
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There appears to be a movement within the membership of the ALP to get rid of the unions’
ability to choose who will be in the Senate and the NSW Upper House (“Mark Latham pushing
for more democracy in ALP”, July 21). It is apparently doomed to failure because the right-wing
unions want to preserve the well-trodden path from Trades Hall to the comfortable leather
benches. The ALP is like a hopeless alcoholic who has to hit rock bottom before he can begin to
change.

Joe Weller Lewisham

The truth about Gaza

I am now old enough to remember a time where it would have been unthinkable for a
sportsman or woman to come out publicly regarding their sexual preference. Such is the pace of
change in social mores that these matters now pass relatively free of controversy.

So too with the position of defending Israel at any cost. People are smart enough to realise that
the plea that Israel is the victim convinces no one (‘‘Rocket attacks by Hamas provoked Israel’s
ground offensive into the Gaza Strip’’, July 21).

People will discern the truth despite the obfuscation. As Victor Hugo said, there is nothing
stronger than an idea whose time has come.

Elias Nasser Sylvania

Green Square neglected

I am one of the 20,000 people living at Green Square (‘‘Gridlock amid building boom’’, July 21).
I’ve watched the place congest on a logarithmic scale these past nine years. When you plan a
development on this scale, doesn’t the infrastructure come first? Or is that only in China?

How can a state government be investing in light rail for a racetrack and university a couple of
kilometres away and bypass a planned community of 30,000 people? It’s not rocket science,
Mike Baird, it’s what governments are for.

John Hutchinson Waterloo

Honour Anzac Day

Anzac Day has become an important day in Australia with services and marches drawing huge
crowds (‘‘No extra holiday for Anzac Day’’, July 21). The commemorations occur on April 25,
whatever day of the week it happens to be. But, for many workers, much of their weekend is
consumed by chores, families and other activities. When Anzac day falls on a weekend, those
activities still require attention. Without the public holiday, the desire to attend Anzac day
commemorations may be trumped by the need to attend to other duties.

The public holiday reaffirms the commitment of governments, employers and the community
to the Anzac spirit. Public holidays are a normal cost of doing business, and an entitlement of
employees. To remove such a day gives employers a free day of productivity at the expense of
employees. It doesn’t seem fair.

Kathryn Newburg Burraneer
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Treasurer's popularity bound for deficit

Your graphic on Monday read "Joe Hockey leads Chris Bowen as preferred Treasurer" ("Hostile
climate for PM despite repeal of tax", July 21). Technically the statement is true, but misinforms
the public on the meaning of the poll. "Chris Bowen about to overtake Joe Hockey as preferred
Treasurer" would reflect the figures. Eight points have been transferred from Hockey to Bowen
since March. That's big. It may not be possible to find such a palliative description for the next
poll. It will need to say "Bowen leaves Hockey in the dust as preferred Treasurer" or, better,
"Bowen spoils Hockey assault on Abbott".

Judith Wheeldon Roseville Chase

I question the accuracy of Monday's Fairfax-Nielson poll. I can't accept anyone would admit to
voting for the PUP.

Bill Carpenter Bowral

Going by the book

Kathy Jackson cannot explain a string of large withdrawals from a fund under her control
because "her only records were kept in an exercise book which had gone missing" ("Questions
surround unionist's pay deal", July 21). I do hope the police are not treating this as they would a
missing person case. The exercise book is unlikely to have been animated and capable of "going
missing" of its own volition. Nor is so valuable a record likely to have been mislaid. That only
leaves concealed, stolen or destroyed. A straightforward investigation, well within the
capabilities of our boys in blue, I would have thought.

Ken Knight North Turramurra
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